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SECTION A (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS): ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS [15]

1. The sequenceof mitosis will take place in which of the following orders? (1)

(a). anaphase, telophase, metaphase, prometaphase, prophase

(b). prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase

(c). prometaphase, telophase, anaphase, metaphase, prophase

(d). prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase, prophase

2. In tobacco,if the diploid number of chromosomesis 48, how many chromosomeswill be found in

a pollen grain? (1)

(a). 96

(b). 4

(c). 24

(d). 12

3. Haemophilia is a sex-linked recessive trait in humans.If a fatheris a carrier, and their sonis

haemophiliac, but the motheris normal, her genotype must be? (1)

(a) x"xh
(b) x#xh

(c) X4#X#
(d) All of the above

4. How many chromosomesare contained in a human male gametecell? (1)

(a). 46

(b). 23

(c). 48

(d). 26

5. Which of the following is an autosomal recessivetrait (1)

a) Duchenne muscular dystrophy

b) Lesch-Nyhan syndrome

c) Marfan syndrome

d) Cystic Fibrosis

6. Which of the following sequenceswill a strand of DNA with the sequence of base AACTTG have a

complimentary strand? (1)

(a). CCAGGT
(b). AACTTG
(c). TTCAAG
(d). TTGAAC

7. Whatis the name of the fragments of the lagging strand during DNAreplication? (1)

(a). Binding proteins

(b). Fragmenting lagging strand

(c). Okazaki segments

(d). Coding strands

8. Which of the following enzymes unwind the DNA double helix strand during the process of DNA

replication? (1)

(a). Helicase

(b). Primase



(c). Polymerase

(d). Ligase

9. In chromosomal mutation, which of the following chromosome numbersis referred to as

Nullisomy. (1)

(a). 2n-1

(b). 2n-2

(c).2nt+1

(d).2n+2

10. Which of the following statements is not true about transposases during gene recombination? (1)

(a). During transposition a short sequence of target DNAis duplicated, and the transposonis

inserted betweenthedirectly repeated target sequences.

(b). Some transposonsinsert into almost any target DNA sequence.

(c). The actions of transposases go on indefinitely without interruption.

(d). Transposonsare important genetic elements because they cause mediate genomic

rearrangement

11. In the control of gene expression, the Pribnow Boxacts as a? (1)

(a). Attenuator

(b). Enhancer

(c). Operator

(d). Promotor

12. The Central Dogma in genetics describes: (1)

(a). The pattern of information flow in the from DNAto proteins

(b). The pattern of chromosomal inheritance in populations

(c). The role of mutations in disease

(d). The role of promoters

13. Which of the following is an assumption for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium? (1)

(a). No epistasis

(b). No dominance

(c). No crossing-over

(d). No mutation

14. Which reaction in DNA replication is catalysed by DNAligase? (1)

(a). Addition of new nucleotides to the lagging strand

(b). Addition of new nucleotides to the leading strand

(c). Base pairing of the template and the newly formed DNAstrand

(d). Formation of a phosphodiester bond betweenthe 3'-OH of one Okazaki fragment and the 5'-

phosphate of the next on the lagging strand

15. In a gene pool of wildflower population that is incompletely dominantfor colour, the following

coloured wildflowers were observed with the indicated genotypes: 320 red flowers (C*C*), 160
pink flowers (C*C”) and 20 white flowers (C“C”). Which of the following ratios is the correct
frequenciesof the alleles in the population? (1)

(a). C?: C”=0.8: 0.2

(b). C?: CY” =0.2:0.8
(cl, C2" 0.5765
(d).6% =0.6':0.4



SECTION B (SHORT EXPLANATION QUESTIONS): ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS [40]

16. a). State the five conditions of a nonevolving population as describe by the Hardy-Weinberg

Equilibrium. (5)

b). Describe the inheritance of ABO blood groupsincluding an example of the possible outcomes

of a homozygous blood group A motherhaving a child with a blood group O father. (7)

17. Briefly explain the molecular structure of MRNAand highlight the main structural differences

between RNA and DNA molecules. (8)

18. a). Using suitable example, describe the phenomenonof polygenic inheritance. (6)

b). Ina tabular form, highlight the differences between mutations and polymorphism? (6)

19. a). What is the complementary DNAstrandfor the following DNA sequence?

5’ ATCGGCTACGTICAC3’ (2)

b). Explain the roles of the various enzymesinvolved in the synthesis of new DNAstrands from

the parent DNAstrand. (6)

SECTION C (DISCUSSION QUESTIONS): ANSWER ANY THREE QUESTIONS [45]

20. a). With the use of suitable diagrams, discuss the process of gene substitution, insertion and

deletion in point mutations. (8)

b). With reference to chromosomal mutation, number of chromosomesand phenotypic

expression, discuss Klinefelter Syndrome genetic disorder. (7)

21. With reference to types and actions of the various enzymes involved, discuss the process of

transcription and translation in gene expression. (15)

22. Discuss how the processof natural selection, genetic drift and gene flow alter the frequencies of

alleles in a population. (15)

23. Discuss genetic engineering with emphasis on cloning and the benefits of cloning. (15)


